
Information text and Non-chronological reports 

To be successful include: 
• A main heading

• Sub headings: What the planet looks like, What would it be like 

to live on? Where to find the planet, Did you know

• Start with a short introduction about the topic

• Write in present tense (use the word is and are)

• A picture or diagram with captions (short sentence informing us 

what the picture is of or a fact about the planet in the picture

• Sentence types: imagine 3, ad, same ad, outside (inside) or 

some; others 

• Use brackets (parenthesis) to give extra information and/or 

make jokes about he facts to engage the reader (Easier with the 
planet Uranus)


• Challenge: Could you use a modal verb to create passive voice 


Example Starter (Uranus):

Although we look at the sky at night we think we see stars, 
some of the twinkling lights in the black canvas are in fact 
planets such as Uranus.


What Uranus looks like:

Firstly, there are no two planets alike in our solar system, if 
there were, we perhaps would be living on another planet just 
like Earth already. Uranus’s not like Earth: Uranus is a gas giant 
filled with smelly methane gas (no joke!). From a distance, on 
the outside the planet looks blue (inside it is more green then 
blue on account of the methane gas). Some planets such as 
Venus which are close to the sun have high surface 
temperatures; others like Uranus, which are a significant 
distance away from the sun (nearly 3 billion km away), are cold: 
Uranus has an average surface temperature of around -200˚C, 
the coldest planet in the solar system; this has lead to its 
nickname - the ‘ice planet’. 84 Earth Years must pass before 
Uranus complete its orbit around the sun (84 Earth years = 1 
Uranus year - wow!)


